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OUTL INE

1. What is the problem? 
2. Reducing time resolution: comparing methods 
3. What about more than a year of data? 
4. What about data quality? 
5. Discussion
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Is there a sweet spot between these two?



Model used

Pfenninger and Keirstead (2015). Renewables, nuclear, or fossil 
fuels? Comparing scenarios for the Great Britain electricity 
system. Applied Energy, 152, pp. 83-93. 
doi: 10.1016/j.apenergy.2015.04.102

20 years of hourly simulations: 
- Wind (on and offshore) 
- PV 

Hourly demand from 
National Grid from 2002 on 

Stylized technologies 
and 20 regions

Based on:  
https://github.com/sjpfenninger/uk-calliope/

https://github.com/sjpfenninger/uk-calliope/


REDUCING T IME RESOLUT ION



Downsampling time series

Model results with different time step lengths



Clustering vs heuristic selection

k-means hierarchical min/max days

clustering heuristic selection

(Green et al. 2014) (Nahmmacher et al. 2014) 

What heuristics to use? 
How many days?

What are the observations? 
How many clusters? 

Centroids or closest real days?

How to normalize input data? 
How to assign weights to reduced resolution data?

Some questions



Approach

1. Normalize 
2. Pick days heuristically (optional step) 
3. Remaining days — either: 

a) Resample to lower resolution 
b) Cluster: 

i) Apply chosen clustering method 
ii) Get days: cluster means or closest real days 

4. Combine days from steps 2 & 3 to new time series 
5. Determine weight for each timestep 
6. Re-scale new time series to match original mean



Time step selection: examples

Demand

PV

Wind

hierarchical - 5 days - closest day hierarchical - 5 days - cluster mean

min/max solar, wind, demand days & k-means - 5 days - closest day



Load duration curves and correlations

Load duration curve for offshore wind

Correlation between 
offshore wind and PV



Total cost and installed capacities

The method hardly matters



BEYOND A S INGLE YEAR



Figure from Pfenninger and Staffell (2016). Long-term patterns of European PV output 
using 30 years of validated hourly reanalysis and satellite data. Submitted to Energy.

Simulated daily PV output in GB 1985-2014

CMSAF (corrected)



Deployed capacity across 20 one-year runs



Does clustering/selecting days “help”?

Unlike in the 1h vs downsampling/clustering case: 
is there a “true result” here?

annual extreme days for each of 20 years 
& 50 k-means clusters (mean)

100 hierarchical clusters (mean)



DATA QUAL ITY



Differences in PV data quality

Figures from Pfenninger and Staffell (2016). Long-term patterns of European PV output 
using 30 years of validated hourly reanalysis and satellite data. Submitted to Energy.

CMSAF is more accurate 
on an hourly scale



Impact of PV data quality on results

Installed wind capacity



DISCUSSION



Discussion
• Resolution in time matters for 90% renewables share but 

much less for 50% 
• Methods to reduce resolution deliver mixed results 
• → Must evaluate for specific models/data 
• → “Don’t trust anyone” (especially very high renewables 

scenarios that do not detail their data processing) 
• Multiple years: large spread of results 
• → Needs more work to address policy implications 
• Data quality: another source of error, but smaller than 

that from choosing and adjusting time steps 
• Limitations: e.g. is this a contrived example? Constraints, 

storage requirements, etc..



Availability of data and methods

Renewables.ninja

Most recent code with clustering and timestep selection: 
github.com/calliope-project/calliope

Website and documentation: www.callio.pe

Beta version: beta.renewables.ninja

Model based on: github.com/sjpfenninger/uk-calliope

https://github.com/calliope-project/calliope
http://www.callio.pe
https://beta.renewables.ninja/
https://github.com/sjpfenninger/uk-calliope/


Renewables.ninja

https://beta.renewables.ninja/

https://beta.renewables.ninja/


Comments welcome!

Stefan Pfenninger 
stefan.pfenninger@usys.ethz.ch

Draft paper in preparation: 
Stefan Pfenninger (2016). The influence of time series length, 
quality and clustering methods on results from a high-resolution 
power systems model. In preparation.
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